Mamma's Mother, Hannah Berger, was born in 1801 and died in 1837. Her father, C. V. Adgate died in 1832. (Laura not always sure of exact dates)

I can tell nothing of Mamma's Grandfather Berger. He was 36 when he died. It was said that he was a descendant of the Hyde family of England.

Laura Almendy, daughter of Mamma's older sister says a genealogy of the Hyde family is in possession of a descendant living in Peru, N.Y., whose mamma's father & mother died & are buried.

(Laura Almendy has died)

I wrote this in White Sal

Mon, Jan 8, 1910

Her daughter (Anna's) Mr. DeWolfe had a son & a daughter went on sleigh
This is what Laura wrote to Chester some years ago.